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Abstract

Modern vehicles are becoming more and more intelligent. With new sensors and software that are
available for Connected Vehicles (CVs), they are capable of collecting, processing, and sharing data
with various participants in connected car environments. Although they bring us lots of convenience
and connectivity, they also introduce new threats, such as security, reliability, and privacy. In
this thesis, we focus on the privacy aspect and analyze the privacy requirements of connected car
environments. To ensure users’ privacy, we propose the Privacy for Connected Vehicle Framework.
In general, our framework behaves as an access control system between source data generated in
CVs and various end-point services. To protect privacy, our framework only shares data that are
perturbed based on users’ privacy requirements. To ensure maximum service quality, our framework
does not interfere any business logic of end-point services. In addition, our framework can provide
protection for both situational privacy patterns and individual privacy demands. Moreover, our
framework always puts users’ safety before privacy and can be deployed in both edge environments
and fog environments.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the booming development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has also put the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) in the spotlight. As one of the key members of IoT, IoV is enabled by the rapid
growth of Connected Vehicles (CVs). According to Placek [Pla21], there will be over 400 million
connected cars on the road by the time of 2025. A recent market report from MordorIntelligence
[Mor21] also predicts that the share of CVs among newly produced vehicles will rise from 35% in
2015 to almost 100% by 2025.

Connected Vehicles have brought lots of new connectivity to traditional road environments.
Nowadays, CVs can be connected to each other, to infrastructures, such as Roadside Units (RSUs),
to systems, such as Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs), and to the internet and cloud.
Furthermore, they are capable of collecting, processing, and sharing data with various participants in
connected car environments. These data can be extremely helpful in achieving autonomous driving
or creating safer road environments. For example, Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS)
can take advantages of these data to warn drivers of potentially dangerous situations. Moreover,
other participants in connected car environments can also use these data to provide drivers with
more personalized and individual services. For example, insurance companies can reward their
users for a good driving style based on the data collected and shared from their CVs.

Despite all of its advantages, CVs also bring new issues and challenges. As more electronic
components and software systems have been deployed in modern vehicles, security and reliability
become major concerns for CVs. When it comes to the connectivity and data sharing that are
available in connected car environments, privacy becomes a vital aspect that cannot be ignored.
According to McKinsey [McK14], 51% people in Germany and 45% people in US are reluctant to
use connected services in vehicles because they want to protect their privacy.

In this thesis, we only focus on the privacy aspect of connected car environments. Both misusage
and unwillingly publishing of sensitive data or privacy patterns are privacy concerns in connected
car environments. A privacy pattern in this relation is defined as a group of data that is usually
measured or gathered from different sensors or sources and requires special protection. For example,
drivers may not consider the speed data as sensitive when it is shared alone. However, if the speed
data is above the speed limit in a certain location, drivers might not be willing to share the speed
data in combination with location data to avoid speeding penalties. Hence, the speed or location
data itself may not be considered as sensitive data, but the combination of them under certain
circumstances forms a privacy pattern that requires special protection.

Thus, we propose the Privacy for Connected Vehicle Framework (Privacy4CV Framework) in this
thesis that aims to provide situation-aware and individual privacy protections for users in connected
car environments. Our framework behaves as an access control system between various end-point
services and data generated in CVs. Unlike traditional access control system where an access
request can be denied, our framework does not reject any services’ requests. Instead, it perturbs
source data based on users’ specific privacy demands before data is shared.
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1 Introduction

Furthermore, our framework enables users to create individual and situational privacy policies so
that both sensitive data and privacy patterns can be protected on demand. In addition, our framework
does not interfere with any business logic of end-point services so that maximum service quality
can be provided. Moreover, our framework always puts users’ safety before privacy. We achieve
this by only allowing domain experts to define law and safety related privacy policies. For data
perturbations, we use different Privacy Techniques (PTs) in a modular manner. This enables an easy
switch of new technologies in the future as well. Our framework is also very generic so that it can be
deployed in both edge environments (e.g., on the CV) and fog environments (e.g., on the RSU).

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of Connected Vehicle
and its environment. In Chapter 3, we analyze the privacy concerns and propose several privacy
requirements for connected car environments. Then, we present our Privacy for Connected Vehicle
Framework in Chapter 4 and provide a proof-of-concept prototype in Chapter 5. After that, we
evaluate our framework and discuss its limitations in Chapter 6. Finally, we review the related works
in Chapter 7 and conclude this thesis with a summary and outlook for further works in Chapter 8.
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2 Background

More than 30 years ago, the first software component has been deployed in cars. Since then, more
and more innovative software components have been developed dedicated for cars. Nowadays,
modern vehicles usually have millions of lines of software code running within them [Ala16]. As
the concept of Connected Vehicle (CV) or Software-Defined Car (SofDCar) is getting more and
more popular these years, the definition of the term “connected-car” has also evolved. According
to Coppola and Morisio [CM16], this term was used to referring wireless in-vehicle connectivity
of a large amount electronic components. However, in present days, a Connected Vehicle or a
Software-Defined Car, according to Alam [Ala16] or Coppola and Morisio [CM16], refers to
a vehicle that is capable of accessing the internet at any time, has the ability to interact with
other vehicles or smart devices, and is equipped with modern software applications (apps) so that
individual services or assistance can be provided at driver’s need.

As introduced by Lu et al. in [LCZ+14], there are four types of connectivity in connected car
environments:

• Vehicle-to-Sensors Communication (V2S): also known as intra-vehicle connectivity. This
kind of communication refers to the wired or wireless data transmission between sensors and
components within CVs.

• Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication (V2V): or inter-vehicle connectivity, refers to the wireless
exchange of information between CVs in real-time. The communication range of V2V is
usually less than 300 meters. Generally, the information shared through V2V contains speed,
location, heading and other relevant data. This data can be used by appropriate software to
determine potentially dangerous traffic situations.

• Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication (V2I): which is called “vehicle-to-road infrastruc-
ture” communication in [LCZ+14], refers to the data exchange between CVs and RSUs. A
RSU is usually an intelligent road infrastructure that is capable of collecting and processing
data, providing connectivity and information support to passing vehicles.

• Vehicle-to-Network Communication (V2N): named “vehicle-to-internet” communication
in [LCZ+14], refers to the internet access of CVs. This kind of communication becomes a
fundamental and must-have feature for modern vehicles.

Apart from the four categories of communications described above, several new types of com-
munications within connected car environments are becoming popular these years. For example,
Vehicle-to-Pedestrian Communication (V2P), which indicates the data exchange between CVs and
smart devices of pedestrians, helps to protect the safety and increase the convenience of vulnerable
road users. Vehicle-to-Cloud Communication (V2C) enables CVs to connect to cloud systems so
that cloud connected services, such as smart home systems, can be integrated with CVs.
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2 Background

To conclude, all communication means explained above can be classified as Vehicle-to-Everything
Communication (V2X), which consists all kinds of communication types between CVs and all
possible entities in connected car environments.

Currently, Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) is the most promising standard used in
V2V, V2I, and V2P communications. According to Morgan [Mor10], DSRC uses a two-way radio
in the 5.850 to 5.925 GHz band range. Its transmission range is limited to a maximum of 1 km. The
above transmission spectrum is further divided into several channels. For example, channel 172 is
designated for exchanging safety messages between CVs or infrastructures, according to Kenney
[Ken11].

As Bai et al. introduced in [BSK10], one important usage of connected car connectivity using DSRC
is to build cooperative vehicle safety communications systems where CVs periodically broadcast
their current status information together with their sensor information to each other. The receiving
CV then runs some appropriate algorithms based on the received data along with its own data to
calculate the possibility of the occurrence of dangerous situations.

In addition, the connectivity provided by CVs also benefits the ADAS, where the inputs are no
longer limited to data sources within a CV, but also data sources from other CVs, infrastructures or
even pedestrians with the help of V2V, V2I and V2P communications. Moreover, the ITS, proposed
by Dimitrakopoulos and Demestichas in [DD10], which aims to improve the efficiency and safety of
transportation and traffic management systems, relies on V2V and V2I communications as well.

Despite the benefits CVs or SofDCar can bring, Coppola and Morisio also point out the potential
issues and challenges in connected car environments. The major concern of CVs is security. As
CVs introduce much more connectivity to systems, infrastructures, and internet, they also become
more vulnerable against attackers from outside. Then, the reliability is another big challenge. It
is inevitable that sensors or hardware may provide incorrect data, systems may malfunction, and
communications may fail. It is crucial that CVs can still provide reliable services under such
circumstances, as a simple failure of the system in other domains may only result in financial loss, it
might cause fatal consequences in connected car environments. Finally, privacy is an important
issue as well. As the modern vehicles become more and more connected with internet, users have
less control of the usage of their sensitive data. Thus, in this thesis, we propose a privacy-preserving
framework for connected car environments to help users take back controls over their data.
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3 Privacy Analysis and Requirements

In this chapter, we analyze the privacy concerns in connected car environments and summarize
them into several privacy requirements. We assume that every end-point service in connected car
environments is greedy. That is, end-point services always want to retrieve every possible source data
from a CV even though they do not need them for their service functionalities. Furthermore, they
always try to derive hidden information from the data they retrieved to gain maximum knowledge
of users.

On the other hand, the general demand of users is to utilize as many functionalities provided by
end-point services as possible while having their sensitive data protected. This means, users usually
do not want to share their source data with untrusted participants in connected car environments but
only perturbed data. Based on these two assumptions, we analyze the privacy demands based on a
motivation example in Section 3.1 and then introduce the privacy requirements in Section 3.2.

3.1 Privacy Analysis

This section focuses on the privacy analysis based on different CV scenarios. These scenarios are
extended from the privacy pattern described in Chapter 1. In the following, we first illustrate this
privacy pattern in the base scenario with more details based on Figure 3.1. Then, we conduct the
privacy analysis for the base scenario and different extended scenarios.

30

50 km/h

Pedestrian

Smart
Home
App

Navi-
gation
App

Share
App

RSU

Figure 3.1: Detailed Motivation Scenario
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3 Privacy Analysis and Requirements

3.1.1 Base Scenario: Speeding

As shown in Figure 3.1, our user Alex is driving a blue CV at 50 km/h. He just entered a campus
area, but he did not notice the speed limit sign. In his car, he had several third party apps installed
that have to be connected to the cloud. On the road, there are other CVs. One beige car that drives
in the same direction as Alex and a yellow car that drives in the opposite direction as Alex. In
addition, on the roadside, there are two pedestrians walking along the road and one RSU located
near the school. However, this RSU cannot measure the speed of the car and there is no speed
camera located in this area.

In this base scenario, the privacy pattern that Alex wants to hide from any other party (e.g., his
car insurance company) is the speeding behavior in a campus area. On the other hand, he could
not hide this behavior from parties (pedestrian, drivers of beige and yellow CV) that are currently
present in the scenario.

Thus, one main goal of our framework is to provide users with the ability to hide their sensitive
data, including specific privacy patterns, from any party that cannot sense the information itself.
In the base scenario, this means, if Alex does not want his insurance company to know that he is
speeding in a campus area, our framework will guarantee that. However, if there is a speed camera
in this campus area that captured the speeding behavior of Alex, then, even if Alex wants to hide
this behavior from the law department, our framework could not help with that.

3.1.2 Extended Scenario 1: Individuality

For the first extension of the base scenario, we focus on the three apps installed in Alex’s CV. As
shown in Figure 3.1, Alex has three different cloud-based apps: Navigation app, Smart-Home app,
and Share app.

In this scenario, Alex is still speeding in the campus area, but he has different privacy demand
on these three apps. For the Navigation app, he does not mind this app to know he is currently
speeding, because an accurate routing service is more important to Alex. Then, for the Smart-Home
app, he only wants to let the app know his approximate location. Finally, for the Share app, he is
willing to share his location and speed with the app, but he does not want this app to know his
speeding behavior.

It is nature that privacy demands for specific data section, particular end-point service, or certain
situation may vary. The other goal of our framework is to provide individual and situation-aware
privacy protections for different users. This means, for a certain scenario, our framework supports
users to define individual privacy demands for different end-point services. In the meantime, our
framework also supports users to define different privacy patterns for the same end-point service in
various scenarios.
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3.1 Privacy Analysis

3.1.3 Extended Scenario 2: Safety

In this extension of the base scenario, we change our view to the other CVs on the road and the
pedestrians on the roadside. Imagine that in the beige CV, there is an ADAS that gathers information
from other CVs near it and alerts its driver of possible accidents. Moreover, imagine that one
pedestrian is wearing a smart device that also gathers information from other CVs near it and
indicates its wearer whether it is safe to cross the road now.

Recall that in the base scenario, we discussed that the pedestrians and the drivers of other CVs in
the scenario know Alex is speeding. This is because they can perceive this reality through their own
eyes. However, we cannot assume the same to the ADAS or to the wearable smart device, unless
they are equipped with a speed measurement sensor. Hence, to realize their service functionalities,
they need data shared from Alex’s CV.

Usually, users do not trust other CVs or (wearable devices of) pedestrians on the roadside but prefer
to trust RSUs, as they are usually managed by the government. Thus, Alex does not want to share his
speed data to other CVs directly but through a RSU so that his identity still stays hidden. However,
in certain critical situations (e.g., speeding) every potential latency in the data communication might
increase the chance of a car accident. Therefore, even though Alex does not want to share his data
to other CVs directly, it is inevitable in this situation.

Another important aspect in this scenario is that Alex needs to share his real speed data, as the
functionalities provided by these two services are safety-related. Assume that Alex shares a false
speed data (e.g., 30 km/h) because he wants to hide his speeding behavior. Then, the two services
mentioned above would make predictions based on the fact that Alex is driving around 30 km/h even
though he is actually driving at 50 km/h. This would also increase the chance of a car accident.

Thus, one important principle in our framework is that users’ privacy decision should never affect
the safety of any user, including themselves. For our particular scenario here, this means that Alex
needs to broadcast his real speed data to other CVs or pedestrians near him. Yet, our framework
could still protect Alex’s privacy on a certain degree. For example, a pseudonym could be used to
present Alex’s CV. In addition, for non-safety related services, the framework should still fulfill
Alex’s privacy demands as described in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.4 Extended Scenario 3: Accident

In the third extension of the base scenario, we consider a tragic situation where Alex has a car
accident in the end, because of his speeding behavior. In this case, the law enforcement will arrive
after the car accident and gather evidence at the scene.

Clearly, our framework must not help Alex hide his speeding behavior from the law enforcement.
Instead, our framework should help the law enforcement to get hands on the very source data of
Alex’s CV before the car accident occurs. This means, the source data of a CV needs to be saved in
our framework for a certain time. In addition, users should not have the access to modify these
source data.

Recall that Alex wants to hide his speeding behavior from his car insurance company as introduced
in Section 3.1.1. Our framework could still fulfill his privacy demands even if a car accident has
occurred. This is because an insurance company is usually a commercial organization and does
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3 Privacy Analysis and Requirements

not stand for law. On the other hand, our framework cannot prevent Alex’s insurance company
from knowing his speeding behavior or the car accident if his insurance company could obtain this
information from law enforcement.

3.1.5 Extended Scenario 4: Broadcast

For the last extension of the base scenario, we consider a specific communication technology that
are widely used in connected car environments – broadcasting. As introduced in Chapter 2, lots of
communications between CVs and other parties, such as V2V and V2I, use this kind of technology.
One specific characteristic of broadcasting is that it does not have fixed receivers, which means,
whoever is in the broadcasting range and has a supported receiver can receive the message.

This requires our framework to have all the data processed or perturbed within the framework and
then send or broadcast the data to other participants in connected car environments. In other words,
our framework should not depend on any other third parties to protect user’s privacy.

3.2 Privacy Requirements

After we have discussed different privacy demands in various scenarios in Section 3.1, we now
conclude them into following privacy requirements:

• Transparency (before law): the source data of a CV should be transparent before law
enforcement, especially when a law-breaking behavior occurs

• Safety First: the safety of any user always comes first, i.e., the privacy demands of a user
can only be fulfilled if it does not harm anyone’s safety

• Equality: whatever information that cannot be learned in a non-connected car environment,
should not be learned in a connected car environment, unless the user agrees to publish

• Individuality: each user’s individual privacy demands, and situational privacy pattern should
be fulfilled and protected

• Local Processing: the source data should be processed within the framework to a state that,
even if the processed data are being published later, it does not break users’ privacy demand

Apart from these essential requirements, we consider the following optional privacy demands to be
valuable for connected car environments as well:

• Transparency (before user): the data flow should be transparent before user, which means
users are aware of the exact data various services have required

• Accountability: if a privacy breach occurs, the responsible parties could be identified

• Secure Deletion: users have the ability to request data collectors to delete their data securely
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4 Privacy4CV Framework

Based on the privacy requirements described in Chapter 3, we propose a situation-aware Privacy4CV
Framework to ensure privacy in connected car environments. The goal of our framework is to
provide a concept that can protect users’ privacy and ensure services’ quality at the same time.
In addition, our framework is generic enough so that it can be applied to both edge environment
(e.g., on the CV) and fog environment (e.g., on the RSU). Thus, the CV model used to develop our
framework is also generalized in this thesis.

Car Data 
Interface

Humidity 
Sensor

Temperature 
Sensor

Vibration 
Sensor

End-
Point
Service

Remote
Backend

Figure 4.1: Connected Vehicle Model

As depicted in Figure 4.1, we assume each CV has an Interface that gathers various metrics from
different sensors equipped in cars and exposes these source data to the end-point services installed
in cars as data streams. The end-point services can be completely local, or they can be connected to
a remote back-end. Notice that this assumption is very general and does not bring any restrictions
to the framework. If a CV does not provide such an interface, we could easily implement this by
gathering data from whatever interfaces provided by that CV and expose them to the end-point
services. In addition, we assume that the underlying security is guaranteed. This means, for any
security methods we consider in the framework, we do not consider privacy leaks if an attacker
breaks this security method.

Then, on a very high level, our framework works like an “access control system” between the
Interface and various end-point services. With our framework being deployed in between, the
end-point service cannot access the source data directly. Instead, it gets the perturbed data that has
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4 Privacy4CV Framework

been processed by the framework based on users’ specific privacy demands. As end-point services
can only get data through our framework now, they cannot retrieve arbitrary data they want and, in
most cases, they will only get modified data that are necessary for their service functionality.

Before we dive into the details of our framework, we first introduce some prerequisites in Section 4.1.
Then, we give a thorough explanation of the architecture of our framework in Section 4.2. After
that, we describe the privacy policy and PT in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Finally, we
illustrate the user interaction with our framework in Section 4.5 and conclude this chapter with a
discussion in Section 4.6.

4.1 Prerequisites

To ensure that our framework can protect users’ privacy and maintain maximum service functionality
at the same time, two essential prerequisites need to be fulfilled. In the following, we explain
why we need these two prerequisites and the details of them in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2
separately.

4.1.1 Authority

Recall that in Section 3.1.3 and Section 3.1.4 we argued that in some cases we must reveal the
source data of our CV to other parties to ensure safety of all users or because we need to obey the
law. As we also assume that all end-point services are greedy, it is easy for them to claim that
all of their service functionalities are safety related so that they can get hands on the unmodified
source data. Moreover, they could even camouflage themselves as law departments to achieve this
goal as well. On the other hand, it is very hard for our framework or our users to distinguish these
disguises. Thus, a government authority or an industry association is needed to review and audit
every functionality provided by end-point services in connected car environments.

The major responsibility of the government authority or industry association is to issue signed
certificates to service providers. Then, it can be ensured that only end-point services which have
a valid certificate could require data from our framework. In addition, important metadata of
end-point services should be presented in the certificate as well. To determine the metadata, three
sub-tasks need to be accomplished by the authority: 1) assign function tag, 2) determine locality,
and 3) identify essential and optional data sections for service functionalities.

For the first task, the authority needs to review the service purpose and issue a functionTag to the
service functionality. Currently, the supported functionTag in our framework are LAW, SAFETY and
COMMERCIAL. The LAW or SAFETY functionTag indicates that the corresponding functionality is law or
safety related whereas the COMMERCIAL functionTag is used for any other kinds of services. With all
services being divided into three categories, our framework can then force that only domain experts
are qualified to define privacy requirements for LAW or SAFETY functionalities and general users are
only allowed to specify their individual or situational privacy demands for COMMERCIAL services.

When defining privacy policies for LAW or SAFETY functionalities, we trust our domain experts
to always put service qualities (in this case, protect users’ safety or obey the law) before users’
privacy so that no life will be endangered. On the other hand, we provide maximum flexibility to
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users regarding their individual privacy demands of COMMERCIAL services. Notice that supported
functionTags in our framework are not fixed. If there are new types of services showing up in the
future, it can be easily adapted by our framework through adding new functionTags accordingly.

The second task of the authority is to distinguish the locality of a service functionality. Similar to
catalogs of external services introduced by Plappert et al. in [PZK+17], we define local service as
services whose computations are all done locally, i.e., within the car, and remote service as services
that need to send car data to components that are external to the car, e.g., a remote back-end, for
its computations. The separation is needed as our framework provides local services with full
access to source data since the data never leave the car. However, as we do not trust any service
functionalities to declare their locality truthfully, we need an authority to classify them for our
framework.

For the last task, the essential and optional data sections required to accomplish the service
functionality need to be identified. Recall that service providers are always greedy. Thus, it is
highly possible that they require unnecessary data in order to collect more information from users.
Therefore, an authority is needed to identify the essential data for a service’s core functionality,
optional data for service’s additional functionality, and unnecessary data which is not needed at
all.

Together, for each eligible service functionality, the authority issues a signed certificate that also
includes its metadata as mentioned above. Then, whenever a new service is installed in a CV, this
certificate should be downloaded, verified and saved in the CV as well, so that our framework is
aware of the service’s metadata when it requires data later.

4.1.2 Service Level Agreement

To maintain maximum service quality, our framework does not interfere with any business logic of
service functionalities or their communications with their remote back-end. This means, once the
data is handed over to the service provider, especially for remote service, our framework has no
control over the data anymore. Thus, in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between a service
provider and its user, the service provider must explain clearly, how it will further process, store or
share the data they received from our framework.

Furthermore, if a service provider delivers multiple functionalities with different functionTags,
then this service provider needs to clarify how it organizes various data retrieved from different
functionalities in the SLA as well. For example, whether the service provider integrates the data
they retrieved from its SAFETY and COMMERCIAL services of the same user. On the other hand, it is our
framework’s responsibility to guarantee that the data we forward to the end-point service does not
have any sensitive information or can be used to derive hidden knowledge of the user anymore.

4.2 Architecture

Recall that our framework works like an Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) system between
the data stream of CV’s source data and different end-point services. However, classical ABAC
model proposed by Hu et al. in [HFK+13] is used to determine authorization decisions of certain
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Figure 4.2: Privacy for Connected Vehicle Framework

resources by evaluating attributes against policies. In our framework, the resource is the source
data stream of a CV, the policy represents user’s specific privacy demands, and the authorization
decision is no longer a simple permit or deny, but different Privacy Techniques (PTs) that need to be
applied to the source data stream.

As depicted in Figure 4.2, there are two parties that interact with our framework: users and
end-point services. Users of our framework can be further divided into three user groups: system
admins, domain experts and general users where system admins are responsible for configuring the
framework, domain experts are capable of defining domain related policies and general users are
drivers or passengers of CVs. As mentioned in Section 3.1 and Section 4.1, end-point services of
our framework can be classified into three categories as well: local service, remote service, and
receivers in broadcasting range.

As for the Privacy4CV Framework itself, it consists of a User Interface where users can interact
with our framework, a car data Interface where the source data stream comes from, a policy store

where users’ privacy policies are persisted, a historical data store where unmodified source
data are stored for a certain period, a policy evaluator where the source data and the metadata of
end-point services are evaluated against deployed privacy policies, and a data processor where
various PTs are applied to the source data according to the evaluation result.

Figure 4.2 also provides an overview of our framework. In the Privacy4CV Framework, users are
enabled to define their individual or situational privacy demands through the User Interface. These
privacy demands are then used by the policy evaluator together with the metadata of end-point
services to determine the desired PTs. After that, the data processor applies corresponding PTs to
the source data stream. Finally, the processed data is forwarded to the end-point services accordingly.
With this overview in mind, we introduce the detailed data flow of our framework in the following.
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To start with, users need to specify their individual or situational privacy demands through the
User Interface. This User Interface helps users to formalize their privacy requirements into
privacy policies that are supported by our framework. The created privacy policies are then saved
in a policy store. This store is located in CVs, however, it can also be configured to connect to a
remote cloud store, based on users’ demands.

The cloud store needs to provide user-based access control so that users can only access their own
privacy policies. In addition, the synchronization between the cloud store and the local policy
store should be conducted at a time when the system’s performance is not affected and through a
secure channel. With the privacy policies saved in cloud, users can always use the same privacy
policies without re-defining them in different CVs. This helps especially in car sharing situations.
Furthermore, the cloud store could also enable users to share their privacy policies as templates to
help other users create their own policies more easily.

Naturally, any user-defined privacy policies can be later viewed, modified, or deleted. However, as
mentioned in Section 4.1.1, all expert-defined LAW or SAFETY related privacy policies can only be
read by users and only the qualified experts are able to modify or delete them.

Every time a privacy policy has been created or modified, a re-deployment of all privacy policies
is conducted in policy evaluator so that it is always up-to-date with all policies saved in policy

store. It is recommended that users should only interact with the User Interface when CVs are
parked. Thus, any privacy requirements users want to use for their next trip must be defined before
the trip starts.

When the policy creation is finished and the CV starts moving, a constant stream of data is forwarded
to our framework through the car data Interface. For every source data our framework receives, a
copy of it is saved in the historical data store. This data store is needed in case law enforcement
requires access to unmodified data as described in Section 3.1.4, or an end-point service requires
both current data and historical data. The historical data store should also guarantee that the
data saved in it is not modifiable. Moreover, this data store should be implemented in a way that
only eligible parties (e.g., law enforcement) and our framework have access to it directly. For any
other parties such as users or various end-point services, they can only access the historical data
through our framework.

According to McKinsey [McK14], a modern CV generates around 25 Gigabytes of data per hour.
Thus, it is not likely to save all source data of a CV for long period purely in the car. In our
framework, users can choose a certain period (e.g., a week) that they prefer to save their original
source data in the store. After the defined period is over, the newly arriving data will overwrite
the old data. However, users cannot choose arbitrary period for the historical data store. The
selected period must exceed the minimum period defined by the authority that is introduced in
Section 4.1.1. On the other hand, the maximum period is bound by the storage capacity of the
underlying CV.

Therefore, if users want to save more source data than the CV’s storage can hold, they could choose
to connect the historical data store to a remote cloud store. The requirements for this cloud

store are similar to the requirements of the policy’s cloud store. In addition, the data saved in the
cloud store should be unchangeable, same as the requirements for the historical data store

in CV. Naturally, users can still view or download the data from the cloud store through our
framework, and they can also modify the downloaded data as desired. Furthermore, as the very
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source data of users are saved in the cloud store that are external to the CV, the cloud store provider
is responsible that the saved data is not leaked or misused against users’ will. For more information
and details about the historical data store please refer to Section 4.6.1.

Recall that an end-point service in our framework can be classified into three categories: local

service, remote service, and receivers in broadcasting range. In the following, we explain the data
preparation for these three types of end-point services separately.

We start with the simplest case, data preparation for local services. As no data leaves the CV
during the computation of local services, our framework provides them with direct access to the
source data. Since there are no privacy leak risks, the access to the source data guarantees the
highest service quality of local services. With the same reason, local services can also get direct
read access to the historical data store if they need any historical data.

On the other hand, remote services usually transfer users’ data to their remote back-end for
computation, which increases the risks of a privacy leak. Therefore, only the data that are processed
based on users’ privacy demands is forwarded to remote services. In our framework, this is achieved
by routing the source data to the policy evaluator, instead to the remote services directly. The
source data can either be current data from the source data stream or historical data from the
historical data store. Then, when the source data arrives in the policy evaluator, it evaluates
this data together with the metadata of the remote service against all privacy policies deployed on
itself. The result of the policy evaluation contains a set of desired PTs that needs to be applied to
the source data and a list of data sections that users are willing to share with the remote service.
This result is then forwarded to the data processor together with the source data. After that, the
data processor fetches required PT modules and applies them to the source data. It also filters the
source data (after all PTs have been applied) so that the processed data only contains data sections
that users are willing to share. Finally, the processed data is forwarded to the remote service.

For the third type of end-point services, broadcasting can be seen as a special case of remote

services where the end-point service is unknown. Recall that when evaluating privacy policies, the
metadata of end-point services is also required. As the receiver of broadcast messages varies, in this
case, the metadata is the information about the underlying broadcast channel that is used to send
messages. Analogous to the remote services’ situation, the source data that needs to be broadcast
is first evaluated against users’ privacy policies together with the metadata of the broadcasting
channel. Then the corresponding PTs are applied to the source data and finally, the processed data
is broadcast through the desired channel.

The above description of our framework mainly explains how it can be used in edge environment, i.e.,
on a CV. In the following, we interpret that our framework can also be applied in fog environment,
e.g., on an RSU. The architecture of our framework does not need to be changed when used in fog
environment. However, the group of users, the source data that comes into our framework and the
set of PTs do need to adapt.

First of all, the general users of our framework in edge environment are drivers of CVs whereas the
user group in fog environment is usually managers or administrators of the RSU. Then, in edge
environment, we only consider data from a single CV as the source data for our framework, but in
fog environment, the source data are data measured or gathered by the RSU which usually include
data from different CVs or pedestrians near the RSU. Finally, the PTs used in both environments are
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usually different as well, as the source data in these two environments differ. For example, a PT that
is defined for data from a single CV is usually not applicable on a group of data from multiple CVs
or on data from pedestrians.

In addition, the RSU that uses our framework can be seen as a trusted and centralized anonymizer
for CVs that also have our framework deployed. In this case, PTs that realize the group-based
anonymization models, such as 𝑘-anonymity (proposed by Sweeney [Swe02]) or ℓ-diversity
(proposed by Machanavajjhala et al. [MKGV07]), can be provided to individual CV as well. To use
a PT from the RSU, the source data of a CV and the name or indicator of user’s desired PT are sent
to the RSU. The RSU then applies the desired PT on the received data together with other data that
are currently available in the RSU. Finally, the processed data is sent back to the requesting CV.

Notice that in this special case, we let the source data of a CV leaves the car unmodified. However,
as the data is only traveling from one instance of our framework to another, we do not consider
potential privacy breaches as long as the underlying communication channel is secure.

4.3 Privacy Policy

In this section, our focus is the privacy policy used in Privacy4CV Framework. In general, users
have individual privacy preferences for specific data section, particular end-point service or certain
circumstance. They can define these preferences in our framework through the User Interface

depicted in Figure 4.2 with high flexibility. However, all of these privacy preferences need to
be transformed into a privacy policy with a given format, so that they can be evaluated by the
framework. In the following, we first introduce the privacy policy format in Section 4.3.1, and
then describe two kinds of policies that are used in our Privacy4CV Framework in Section 4.3.2.
After that, we explain the potential conflicts that could exist in a set of privacy policies and how to
resolve them in Section 4.3.3. Finally, we illustrate the evaluation using a set of privacy policies in
Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Policy Format

A privacy policy is defined in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Recall the base scenario we
introduced in Section 3.1.1 where Alex wants to hide the privacy pattern of his speeding behavior
in a campus area from his insurance company. A sample privacy policy that fulfills Alex’s privacy
demand is presented in Listing 4.1.

As shown in Listing 4.1, each policy has a unique policyID that can be used to identify the policy
and a meta field that records the general information about the policy. Following the meta field, there
is a priority value that indicates the precedence of the policy. The policy conditions field defines
the constraints of a policy, and the policy actions field describes the desired PTs for different data
sections or end-point services that should be executed successively. In the following, we introduce
these four fields in detail.
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Listing 4.1 Sample Situational Policy

{

"policyID": "e7d626c3-e3fe-48c9-9cf0-a93fa6c5566c",

"meta": {

"name": "speeding privacy policy",

"lifetime": "ALWAYS",

"isEnabled": true,

"creator": "user-pjeXDbRozh",

"createAt": "2022-04-13T09:01:47",

"ownership": [

"user-pjeXDbRozh"

]

},

"priority": 2,

"conditions": {

"date": {

"weekday": [1, 2, 3, 4, 5],

"frequency": "EVERY_WEEK"

},

"time": {

"begin": "06:00",

"end": "20:00",

"frequency": "EVERY_DAY"

},

"location": {

"neighbourhood": "CAMPUS"

},

"speed": {

"useSpeedLimit": true,

"speedLimitTolerance": 0.1

},

"functionTag": "COMMERCIAL"

},

"actions": [

{

"targetServices": [

"Ins4Car"

],

"targetDataSections": [

"SPEED"

],

"privacyTechnique": "randomization",

"privacyParameters": [

"SPEED_LIMIT",

"0.1"

]

}

]

}
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Policy Meta

The policy meta describes the metadata of a privacy policy. It contains a user-defined policy name

that can help users to easily search and then modify the policy using the User Interface. Apart
from the policy’s name, the metadata also contains information about the policy’s effective period.
The lifetime attribute can be set to ALWAYS, THIS_MONTH, THIS_WEEK or TODAY to describe a policy’s
lifetime and the isEnabled attribute is used to indicate whether a policy is currently activated.
Notice that the supported value of lifetime for a privacy policy is configured by a system admin
and can be changed through system update.

The last part of the metadata is the creation and ownership information of the privacy policy. The
creator attribute contains an ID of the user who created the policy, the createAt attribute describes
the date and time when the policy has been created, and the ownership attribute indicates which
group of users can modify the policy after it has been created.

Policy Priority

Each policy contains an integer value that indicates its priority. In our framework, the lower the
priority value, the higher the policy priority. Notice that the highest (priority value 0) and the
second highest (priority value 1) policy priority are preserved for LAW and SAFETY tagged service
functionalities, respectively. In addition, policies of these two priorities can only be created by
authorized domain experts. Apart from these two preserved priority values, there is one more
restriction for the policy priority: the lowest priority (in Privacy4CV Framework, we choose priority
value 10 for the lowest priority as default value) is preserved for all Trust-Level Policies (TLPs).

All other priority values (by default from 2 to 9) can then be used for user-defined Situational
Policies (STPs) to provide maximum flexibility. Notice that there is no restriction to the maximum
priority level. This means, if users want additional priority levels, they could change the maximum
priority level to an arbitrary integer n that is bigger than 3. Thus, they have a priority range from 2
to n-1 for their STPs, as the TLPs always use the lowest priority (in this case priority value n).

For more information about TLP, STP and the difference between them please refer to Section 4.3.2.

Policy Conditions

The policy conditions field specifies a set of conditions when the policy should be evaluated to
true. The condition constraints are very flexible as there are no restrictions from the framework.
However, it does suffer from limitations of the underlying hardware. Therefore, the actual supported
constraint types are configured by a system admin based on the available sensors, the accuracy of
their measurement, and so on.

The policy conditions field is the key to situational privacy protections. It enables users to specify
privacy preferences for different situations or various privacy patterns. In the following, we take
a closer look at the conditions field defined in the sample policy. As shown in Listing 4.1, this
conditions field consists of five constraints. Each constraint and the meaning of it is listed below:

• date constraint: every week from Monday to Friday
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• time constraint: every day from 6am to 8pm, combined with the date constraint it means: every
workday from 6am to 8pm

• location constraint: in CAMPUS area

• speed constraint: exceed the speed limit by more than 10 percent

• functionTag constraint: the targeting end-point service functionality is marked as COMMERCIAL

Altogether, the conditions field of this policy describes: if the user is speeding in a CAMPUS area on a
workday between 6am to 8pm and the data is providing to a COMMERCIAL end-point service functionality,
then the defined policy actions should be executed.

Notice that there is more than one constraint defined in the sample policy. When evaluating the
policy, the relation between all these constraints is always AND. However, the user can define OR or
even XOR connected constraints through the User Interface, but it should then be transferred into
multiple privacy policies with the given format.

Policy Actions

The policy actions field contains a set of actions that will be executed when the policy is evaluated to
true. As presented in Listing 4.1, each action is represented by four attributes. The targetServices

attribute contains a list of its target service’s name or indicator. The targetDataSections attribute
indicates a list of the targeted data section(s), namely the data section(s) that needs to be perturbed
by the given PT. The last two attributes, privacyTechnique and privacyParameters, specify the
concrete PT and its parameter(s), respectively.

Notice that targetServices and targetDataSections attributes act as sub-constraints within each
policy action. These two attributes also enable users to define individual privacy demands for
particular end-point services and specific data sections. Furthermore, same as the constraint types
available in policy conditions, the supported data sections and PTs are configured by a system
admin and can be changed through system updates. Moreover, all actions that are defined in one
policy share the same policy conditions. This means, a user can define different privacy actions for
different end-point services that share the same trigger in one privacy policy.

It is important that there are no conflicts between actions listed in policy actions. A conflict of
policy action occurs when:

• the two policy actions have at least one same entry in targetServices, and

• the two policy actions have at least one same entry in targetDataSections and,

• the two policy actions use different PT, or

• the two policy actions use the same PT but with different privacyParameters

If an action conflict is detected, users are informed to change one of the actions to resolve the
conflict. As long as an action conflict exists in a privacy policy, this policy is marked as inactive
(i.e., isEnabled attribute in policy meta is set to false) and will not be deployed in the policy

evaluator until the conflict has been resolved.
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4.3.2 Trust-Level Policy vs. Situational Policy

Based on the privacy policy format that has been explained in Section 4.3.1, two kinds of policies
are defined in the Privacy4CV Framework, namely the Trust-Level Policy (TLP) and Situational
Policy (STP). In the following, we first introduce these two types of privacy policies and then
explain the difference between them.

Trust-Level Policy

A Trust-Level Policy (TLP) is a privacy policy whose conditions field only contains one constraint
regarding the trust-level of end-point services. When a new third party app is installed in the car, a
default trust-level is assigned to this app. Users can change the default value and the trust-level of a
specific app through the User Interface anytime.

As the TLP is applied based on the trust-level of end-point services, there is no need to specify
any target services in targetServices attribute of each policy action. A sample TLP is shown in
Listing 4.2. We can see that there is only one constraint trustLevel defined in the policy conditions

field and as explained before, the targetServices attribute in each policy action is left empty.

Situational Policy

On the other hand, a Situational Policy (STP) is a privacy policy whose conditions field is usually
more flexible, complex, and situational. As shown in Listing 4.1, this STP is targeting a very specific
privacy pattern that might occur in the user’s daily routine. The STP is aimed to provide users with
high flexibility to define fine-grained privacy policies. Users can use this kind of privacy policy
to define both individual privacy requirements for particular end-point services or specific data
sections and situational privacy demands for different situations or various privacy patterns.

Notice that STPs always have higher priority than TLPs. Thus, it is not recommended using the
trustLevel constraint in STPs.

Comparison

Comparing these two types of policies, we can see that TLP is aimed at general purpose privacy
protection whereas STP is more focusing on individual and situational privacy requirements.
Therefore, TLP always has the lowest priority, as users’ specific privacy requirements should always
be fulfilled first. However, this does not mean that TLP is redundant. TLPs are the default policies
that come with the system, thus, even if users forget to define any STP before their first drive, their
privacy is still protected by TLPs. Furthermore, it is because of the TLPs that users do not have to
define STPs for every possible scenario, privacy pattern that might occur or every end-point service
that is installed in car. All undefined situations will be covered by TLPs.

As mentioned above, the default TLPs are activated when the Privacy4CV Framework is deployed
in a CV. Naturally, users can change these default TLPs based on their desire, but users cannot
delete them. In addition, the supported trust-levels are configured by a system admin and can be
changed through system updates.
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Listing 4.2 Sample Trust-Level Policy

{

"policyID": "949ae0eb-81d4-49cc-b837-17906b5034a5",

"meta": {

"name": "semi-trusted level privacy policy",

"lifetime": "ALWAYS",

"isEnabled": true,

"creator": "user-pjeXDbRozh",

"createAt": "2022-04-10T18:32:28",

"ownership": [

"ALL"

]

},

"priority": 10,

"conditions": {

"trustLevel": "SEMI_TRUSTED"

},

"actions": [

{

"targetServices": [],

"targetDataSections": [

"META"

],

"privacyTechnique": "anonymization",

"privacyParameters": [

"pseudonymization"

]

},

{

"targetServices": [],

"targetDataSections": [

"STATUS",

"SPEED",

"LOCATION"

],

"privacyTechnique": "NONE",

"privacyParameters": [

"NONE"

]

}

]

}
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4.3.3 Policy Conflict

Usually, users have more than one privacy policy defined in their CV and when they are driving,
there is usually more than one privacy policy active. Thus, it is vital to make sure that there are no
conflicts between active policies. Otherwise, the evaluation order of policies is not deterministic.

Due to the consideration of user’s safety, the Privacy4CV Framework does not recommend creating
privacy policies or resolving policy conflicts on the fly, namely, when CVs are moving. Thus, our
framework checks the policy conflict every time a new policy has been created.

For both TLPs and STPs policy conflicts could occur. The policy conflict in TLPs is easy to detect
as for each trust-level, there should only be one TLP. On the other hand, two STPs have a policy
conflict when the following statements are evaluated to true at the same time:

• if two STPs should be activated at the same time,

• if two STPs have the same priority,

• if policy conditions of two STPs can be evaluated to true at the same time,

• if action conflict described in Section 4.3.1 exist between any pair of policy actions from
these two STPs

Notice that there could never be a policy conflict between TLPs and STPs as TLPs always have
lower priority than STPs.

If any conflict is detected, several suggestions will be displayed on the User Interface to help users
resolve the policy conflict. Usually, users are asked to change the priority of one policy, modify
the policy conditions field, or adjust policy actions field based on where the conflict is detected.
Then, when users have resolved the conflict, the system will re-check the policy conflicts.

This procedure should be repeated until there are no policy conflicts in the system anymore.
However, if users ignore the conflict alarm and do not resolve conflicts before driving, then, all
conflicting STPs will be marked as inactive until all policy conflicts have been resolved. Similarly,
for conflicting TLPs of a certain trust-level, the default TLP will be used.

4.3.4 Policy Evaluation

When a CV is moving, there are usually multiple privacy policies active. Thus, evaluating these
policies in the right order is very important. In the Privacy4CV Framework, one rule is applied: for
a target data section of an end-point service functionality, only the actions field from the policy
that has the highest priority will be executed. In the following, we illustrate how this rule works
with an example shown in Figure 4.3.

In the example, we have four different privacy policies defined. The policy-1 is an expert-defined
LAW related policy that has the highest priority (priority value 0). This policy targets data section C

of both service functionality 1 and 2. The policy-2 is also an expert-defined SAFETY related policy
that has the second highest priority (priority value 1). This policy targets only data section B of
service functionality 1. Then, we have a user-defined STP policy-3 that has a priority value m with
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Figure 4.3: Policy Evaluation

2 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑛. This policy targets both data section B and C in service functionality 1. Finally, we
have a default TLP policy-4 with the lowest priority (priority value n). This policy covers all data
sections in all service functionalities.

Now, assume that the current source data forwarded by the car data Interface satisfying every
constraint in all four policies’ conditions field, namely all four policies are evaluated to true. Then,
for the three data sections that are required by the service functionality 1 we have:

• for data section A, the privacy actions field defined in policy-4 will be executed, as there are
no other policies defined for this data section of this service functionality.

• for data section B, only the privacy actions field defined in policy-2 will be executed, as
policy-2 is the policy that has the highest priority defined for this data section.

• same as above, for data section C, only the privacy actions field defined in policy-1 will be
executed.

Analogously, for service functionality 2, the privacy actions field defined in policy-1 will be
executed for data section C and the privacy actions field defined in policy-4 will be executed for
data section D.

Notice that the privacy actions field from user-defined STP policy-3 is never executed in this
example. The reason is that, in the example situation, the LAW and SAFETY related policies are
activated at the same time. Since these two policies have higher priority, no privacy actions from
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policy-3 can be executed. In the Privacy4CV Framework, following the law and protect user’s
safety always come before preserving user’s privacy. Thus, in our framework, a user-defined privacy
policy could never have a higher priority than an expert-defined LAW or SAFETY related privacy
policy.

In addition, this example also shows the necessity of TLPs. As the user only defines one STP for
data section B and C of service functionality 1, the other data sections of service functionalities 1 and
2 are left unprotected from the user’s point of view. Now, imagine we do not have policy-4, then
the very source data of data section A and D will be sent to service functionality 1 and 2, respectively,
which might lead to a privacy breach. Hence, in the Privacy4CV Framework, TLPs always have the
lowest priority since they act as a last defense of user’s privacy.

4.4 Privacy Technique

In our framework, Privacy Technique (PT) is the actual technique or algorithm that is used to perturb
source data in a privacy-preserving way. In general, there are no restrictions from our framework
regarding the selection of PTs. However, certain adoptions might be necessary.

Foremost, the desired technique should be implemented as modules that are exchangeable. This
means, all PTs used in our framework need to implement two interfaces that parse the source data
and the corresponding parameters from data processor as input data and convert the perturbed
output data into a given format that is supported by the data processor again. By treating different
PTs as modules, our framework can always provide users with the latest technique by switching out
outdated techniques and including the latest one. Recall that the sets of PTs for edge environment
and fog environment are usually different. With the modularization, it is also easier for system
admins to manage these PTs’ set.

Another point that is worth to mention here is the locality of PTs. Generally, our framework prefers
to use PTs that have all of its computation processed locally, i.e., within the CV or RSU. In spite
of that, our framework also accepts PTs that require a remote back-end. However, as the source
data now leaves our framework during the PT’s computation, an SLA needs to be provided by the
technique provider. Similar to what is introduced in Section 4.1.2, this SLA needs to inform its
users regarding the usage of their data and it is presented to users when they decide to use such a PT
during the policy creation.

Recall that the goal of this thesis is to propose a privacy-preserving framework for connected car
environments but not to create new PTs. Thus, it is PT’s responsibility to ensure that the perturbed
data is still useful for different end-point services. If the output data from a PT has negative effects
on certain service qualities, users should also be informed during the policy creation. Furthermore,
our framework has no restrictions on the number of data sections a PT can modify at once. This
allows PTs that manipulate multiple data sections (e.g., speed and location data) to be used in our
framework as well. In this case, the consistency of the perturbed data needs to be taken care of by
themselves.

Altogether, the information mentioned above needs to be included in PT’s metadata. This metadata
will then help system admins to decide whether to include a certain PT in our framework and let
users know the capability and limitation (w.r.t. service quality and data consistency) of a certain PT
during the policy creation phase.
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Figure 4.4: Privacy Technique Execution in Data Processor

Finally, we demonstrate the execution of different PTs in data processor with Figure 4.4. Recall
that each PT defined in a policy action is targeting a specific data section or a set of data sections.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the source data that arrives at the data processor has four data sections and
the desired PTs derived by the policy evaluator are PT1 (targeting data section A), PT2 (targeting
data section B and C), and PT3 (targeting data section D).

The execution of PTs does not have to follow a specific order, as each PT process independently. In
addition, each PT takes a copy of source data with all data sections as input (this is not illustrated in
Figure 4.4 to avoid visual cluster). Thus, the execution of PTs can be parallel. Back to the example
shown in Figure 4.4, PT1 only modifies data section A, PT2 modifies both data section B and C, PT3
modifies two data sections C and D as well. The output data of each PT are then combined into the
perturbed data by the data processor based on the targeting data section(s) defined in the policy
actions field.

Notice that the data section C is being modified by both PT2 and PT3. However, only the data section
C from PT2’s output data is used in perturbed data, as the targeting data section for PT3 is only D

(that’s why the arrow from PT3 to data section C′ of the perturbed data in Figure 4.4 is dotted). This
means, users can use PTs that modify multiple data sections for the perturbation of only one or a
subset of modified data sections. Certainly, users should be warned of the potential inconsistency in
the processed data when they decide to use a PT in such way.

4.5 User Interaction

In this section, we briefly explain the interaction between users and our framework. Recall that
users of our framework can be divided into three user groups: system admins, general users, and
domain experts. The system admins are a group of users that determine the configurations of the
framework. The general users are the actual user group that use our framework to protect their
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privacy in connected car environments. Finally, the domain experts can be seen as a combination
of both system admins and general users as they are able to modify configurations based on their
domain knowledge same as admins, and they are required to create LAW and SAFETY related privacy
policies similar to general users. In the following, we introduce the interactions between our
framework and the system admin, general users and domain experts in Section 4.5.1, Section 4.5.2
and Section 4.5.3, respectively.

4.5.1 System Admin

There are three main tasks that a system admin needs to accomplish to configure our framework.
As the overall purpose of system admins is different from general users, a specific Admin Interface

should be provided to help admins to fulfill their tasks.

Recall that the available constraint types of policy conditions field and supported data sections
of policy actions field are configured by system admins. Thus, the first task of system admins
is to select supported constraint types and data sections for various car models of different car
manufacturers. The available constraint types and data sections are derived by domain experts
based on accessible sensors. To enable system admins to easily select the desired entries, the Admin

Interface could provide admins with a list of all available constraint types and data sections with a
checkbox beside each entry.

The second task of system admins is to specify PTs that can be used in our framework. In this case,
the Admin Interface could provide a Privacy Technique Market where various PTs are exhibited. All
PTs that are available in the market should be modularized and compatible with our framework, as
described in Section 4.4. Besides, this market should also provide admins with detailed information
of PTs, such as an introductory description and the metadata of PTs. Then, for each data section
selected, system admins should choose at least one PT. If there are no available PTs for certain data
sections, admins should either remove them from supported data sections’ set or mark them in a
way so that users can be informed when they define their privacy policies.

The last task of system admins is to configure the supported trust-levels of our framework and
specify a default trust-level for newly installed apps. Furthermore, for each supported trust-level,
system admins need to determine a default TLP, if experts have multiple TLPs defined for the same
trust-level.

Finally, the system configuration is saved in a config file and is delivered to every CVs that have
our framework deployed. Notice that this config file should be periodically updated so that our
framework is always up-to-date with the latest techniques w.r.t. new sensors and PTs. Depending
on the system management, this periodically updated could be either time-based (e.g., every month)
or event-driven (e.g., whenever new techniques are available).
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4.5.2 General User

The main interaction between general users and our framework is defining their individual and
situational privacy policies. To hide the complicated policy format from users, a user-friendly
User Interface should be implemented to ensure good user experience. As mentioned before, our
framework does not recommend users to interact with the User Interface while driving due to the
consideration of user’s safety.

When users first interact with our framework, a short introduction of the Privacy4CV Framework
should be displayed on the User Interface. Naturally, this interface should also allow users to
explore more about our framework if they want to. Then, when users start to create new privacy
policies, the User Interface should first let users choose whether they wish to create a TLP or
STP. After that, a corresponding policy creation interface should be presented to users to help them
construct privacy policy.

During the creation, the config file managed by system admins should be used to determine the
supported trust-levels, constraint types, data sections and available PTs. Moreover, metadata of
end-point services, broadcast channels and PTs should be provided in the interface as well. Naturally,
this interface should also allow users to modify their self-defined policies when they are not driving.
The policies are then re-deployed after each policy modification. For more discussion regarding the
policy update time, please refer to Section 4.6.2.

There are no specific requirements for the appearance of the User Interface. Thus, the implementa-
tion of the User Interface should contain a translator that converts user’s input of a privacy policy
from the interface into the policy format described in Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, the translator
can be used with an optional optimizer. The optimizer is responsible for policy optimizations such
as combining policies that share the same policy conditions field or marking policies that could
never be triggered as deactivated.

Apart from the interface and translator components, the implementation of the User Interface

should also realize the following functionalities:

• Conflict Warning: when action conflicts or policy conflicts occurs, the User Interface

should be able to detect them and inform users. It should also help users to resolve them by
identifying possible conflict positions.

• Overwrite Warning: the User Interface should warn users when their STPs will be
overwritten by expert-defined policies, namely when there are policy conflicts between STPs
and expert-defined policies regardless of policy priority.

• Suppression Warning: users are free to choose whether they want to suppress certain data
section(s) for specific end-point service or not, even if the data section(s) are marked as
essential or optional in service’s metadata. In this case, the User Interface should warn
users of the potential negative effect of service qualities.

• Privacy Leak Warning: users should be warned if any of their privacy policies share their
source data to untrusted parties directly.
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• Inconsistency Warning: the User Interface should warn users when user-defined privacy
policies may share inconsistent data to end-point services. The inconsistency detection should
be conducted with help of expert-defined related data section groups (more explanation in
Section 4.5.3), e.g., if individual PTs are used for different data sections in one group.

Notice that users are not forced to take any actions if any warnings listed above occur. However,
users need to confirm that they are ignoring the warnings on purpose and are aware of the potential
consequences.

4.5.3 Domain Expert

Domain experts are both responsible for system configurations and creating LAW, SAFETY related
privacy policies. Thus, experts are the only user group that require interactions with both Admin

Interface and User Interface.

As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, domain experts are in charge of determining available constraint
types and data sections. The Admin Interface should provide experts with a list of accessible
sensors based on different car manufacturers or even car models. The corresponding metrics that a
sensor can measure, and its accuracy should be presented to experts as well. The domain experts
should then derive and create available constraint types and data sections for various car models of
different car manufacturers based on the information listed in the Admin Interface.

Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 4.5.2, domain experts are responsible for determining the
so-called “related data section groups”. This group contains data sections that are usually correlated
or dependent from each other. For example, time, speed, and location data are in one related data
section group as the knowledge of any two data sections in this group leads to the exact information
of the third data section. In this case, the Admin Interface should provide experts with tools that
could identify related data section groups easily.

Despite the system configuration aspect, domain experts are required to create LAW, SAFETY related
privacy policies and default TLPs for each admin-defined trust-level. When defining STPs for LAW or
SAFETY related functionalities, we trust our domain experts to always put users’ safety before privacy.
To create these policies, the same User Interface introduced in Section 4.5.2 is used. Notice that
expert-defined privacy policies are global policies which are downloaded to every CVs that have
our framework deployed. Thus, it is important that experts do not create conflicting policies. This
means, every policy conflicts warned by the User Interface must be resolved. Other interactions
between domain experts and the User Interface are similar to general users and therefore are
omitted here.

There are no restrictions or requirements from our framework regarding the implementation of
Admin Interface or User Interface mentioned above. In general, the Admin Interface should be
available through a web service while the User Interface should be embedded in the infotainment
system in CVs. On the other hand, domain experts also need to create privacy policies through the
User Interface. Thus, a web service based User Interface could be provided as well. In addition,
this version could also be provided to general users so that they could manage their privacy policies
anytime. Then, users only need to download their predefined privacy policies every time they start
their CVs.
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4.6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the remaining two open topics for our framework. In the following, we
first discuss the consistency issue of historical data in Section 4.6.1 and then explore the possible
policy update time in Section 4.6.2.

4.6.1 Historical Data

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a historical data store is necessary so that unmodified source data of
CVs are available when critical situations occur, such as a car accident (as described in Section 3.1.4).
To achieve this requirement, any read-only data store is sufficient for our framework.

On the other hand, this data store also provides historical data as source data for different end-point
services. For this purpose, the core issue is the potential data inconsistency for data that is shared to
an end-point service multiple times. For example, a certain data was first shared to an end-point
service as current data from the car data stream. After some time, this end-point service requests
to access this data from the historical data store again. If the data shared in these two cases
are inconsistent, our framework could be exploited in an oracle attack, as explained by Coombs
[Coo19], to crack certain PT.

To resolve the potential data inconsistency issue, the historical data store or a separate data store
is required to save the historical policies as well. In addition, the mapping of the corresponding
randomness used by a PT for a certain historical data should also be saved. Clearly, this increases
the storage space needed for the historical data store. However, with the extra information
recorded, the same PTs (including the randomness used) can be re-applied to a certain historical
data. When an end-point service requires to re-access it, the same data that the end-point service
received before can be provided.

Another issue that is worth to mention here is policy changes between multiple data accesses of
the same data. Assume that data 𝐴′ was first shared to an end-point service based on policy 𝑃

from current data stream. In the meantime, the original data 𝐴, the policy 𝑃 and the corresponding
randomness used by PTs defined in 𝑃 are saved in historical data store. After some time, the
user decides to modify 𝑃 and change it into policy 𝑃′. From that time, the data received by that
end-point service is processed based on the new policy 𝑃′. Now, when the end-point service
requests to access data 𝐴 again, two options are possible:

1. the same data 𝐴′ should be forwarded

2. data 𝐴′′ which is generated by applying 𝑃′ on data 𝐴 should be forwarded

Clearly, the data consistency is guaranteed for the first option as the end-point service always gets
the same data 𝐴′. However, the latest privacy demands from the user for that end-point service is left
unconsidered. On the contrary, the second option does take the user’s current privacy requirements
into consideration, but the end-point service might notice the inconsistency of data 𝐴. As there
are both benefits and drawbacks from these two options, there is no absolute correct solution for
this particular situation. Thus, it is the user’s choice which option should be used for this specific
scenario. Therefore, the User Interface should provide users with the ability to specify whether a
modified or newly created policy should be applied to historical data or not.
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4.6.2 Policy Update Time

In general, our framework recommends users to create or modify their privacy policies only when
CVs are parked. Thus, we do not expect any policy changes while CVs are moving, namely while
data are generated to the data stream continuously. However, we cannot ignore the case where
passengers update policies when CVs are on the move. In this case, the policy update time could be
an interesting point.

As mentioned before, one possible point of time is whenever CVs are parked, namely the generation
of data stream stops. In this case, the policies that are changed during driving time are first saved
and then re-deployed once CVs are parked. This means, the live change of policies has no effect
on already deployed policies. Therefore, for end-point services, the data they received are always
consistent (w.r.t. previous data) as there are no policies changes after the data stream of CVs starts.
On the other hand, one drawback of this point of time is that users’ latest privacy demands cannot
be fulfilled immediately. If users really want to have their modified policies to be deployed as soon
as possible, they need to find a place to stop their CV and restart it.

The other possible solution for policy update is live update. This means, no matter if the CV is
moving or not, policy changes are taken into effect the moment users finished the modification.
If the techniques used to implement the policy evaluator supports live policy update, then this
solution can be realized with minimal cost. The only drawback of this solution is that the end-point
services may notice the policy change, since a data inconsistency might occur in the processed data
stream they received.

However, if the underlying techniques do not support policy re-deployment on-the-fly, then the
implementation of this solution may introduce severe side effects. For example, one possible
implementation could be that passengers are provided with the ability to trigger the policy update
by themselves, even if the CV is stilling moving. Then, any data shared during the re-deployment
time is unprotected. Furthermore, it is also easier for end-point services to notice the policy change
with this kind of implementation.

Similar to Section 4.6.1, both policy update times have their advantages and disadvantages, so it is
users’ choice what update method should be used in our framework.
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To demonstrate our framework, we develop a proof-of-concept demo in Java. The goal of our
implementation is to demonstrate and verify our framework. Therefore, only the core concept of
our framework is realized. The underlying car data and various end-point services are only mocked
and simulated. Furthermore, we develop a light-weight user interface for demonstration purposes.
In the following, we first introduce the technologies used in our demo in Section 5.1. Then, we
describe the implementation of our demo in Section 5.2. Finally, we present our demo with different
use cases in Section 5.3.

5.1 Technologies

Before we explain the implementation of our proof-of-concept demo, we first introduce the
technologies used in our demo.

The main technology of our demo is Apache Kafka [Apa] which is an open-source event streaming
platform. The key concept of kafka is the topic. In kafka, a topic is a log of events where
each event is modeled as a key-value pair. Then, applications can interact with event streams by
publishing (write) or subscribing (read) to the desired topic. In our demo, we use the kafka platform
provided by Confluent [Con] to simulate the underlying data stream from the car data Interface

to different end-point services. In our implementation, we use Producer API to publish mock car
data into data streams and use Kafka Stream API to realize policy evaluator and data processor

from Privacy4CV Framework as stream processing applications. The end-point services are then
simulated as consumers using Consumer API.

The other major technology in our demo is Drools developed by Red Hat and its community [Hat].
Drools is a business rules management system solution, however, only its business rules engine
is used in our demo. This rules engine stores, processes, and evaluates data against predefined
rules that are written in Drools Rule Language (DRL). Each rule defined by this language has a
conditions section and an actions section. The conditions are used to evaluate data points, and
actions are executed on matching data points. In our demo, we use Drools’ business rules engine in
our policy evaluator for policy evaluations.

Apart from these two technologies, we deploy the kafka platform provided by Confluent in Docker.
We also use Jackson library as the JSON parser in Java, Java Faker library for generating mock
car data, opencsv library for writing and reading data from csv files, and JavaFX client toolkit to
build the demonstration interface.
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5.2 Implementation

For the proof-of-concept demo, not every component of our framework is implemented. As
mentioned before, only the policy evaluator and data processor are realized in the demo. The
two data stores: policy store and historical data store are omitted in our demo as many
traditional data stores with desired access control could fulfill the purposes of them and the data
interaction of these two stores are less interesting compared to the rest of the data flow. We also
implemented a light-weight user interface for demonstration purposes in which only the conflict
detection functionality, mentioned in Section 4.5, is implemented.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture for Proof-of-Concept Demo in Edge Environment

Our demo is fully developed on kafka stream platform. All stream processing components are
communicated through publishing to or subscribing from various topics. As depicted in Figure 5.1,
the data stream is produced by the Mock Car data Producer. This producer generates mock car data
on demand and publishes them to the Source Data Input Topic. Then, the first stream app Data

Router subscribes data from this input topic and routes it to different bridge topics based on the
mock service request data (i.e., mock service metadata that should be contained in the certificate
issued by the authority). Recall that we do not implement actual end-point services in our demo.
Thus, the interaction between an end-point service and our framework is simulated by the Data

Router.

After that, for each end-point service, an Evaluate-Process stream app is deployed. Notice that
both policy evaluator and data processor of Privacy4CV Framework are implemented within
this single stream app. For the policy evaluator, we use the rules engine from Drools to evaluate
privacy policies defined by users. This requires that all privacy policies are converted to rules that
are written in DRL. The transformation of privacy policies from the policy format described in
Section 4.3 to rules that Drools supports is provided by our user interface. Furthermore, thanks to
the actions section in each Drools’ rule, we do not need to explicitly implement the data processor

but to put the corresponding PTs in a rule’s actions section, so that they will be automatically
executed when the rule is evaluated to true.

Then, for each data point read from the bridge topic for the specific end-point service,
Evaluate-Process stream app first evaluates the data against all rules deployed in Drools’ rules
engine and then applies PTs on that data according to evaluation result. Finally, the stream app
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publishes the processed data to the dedicated output topic for that end-point service and the
consumption of data from the end-point service is simulated using a kafka consumer (which is
omitted in Figure 5.1).

Each mock car data generated in our demo has four data sections: meta, status, speed, location.
As shown in Figure 5.4a, meta section contains an UUID that represents the car identifier and a
String that indicates the car brand. status section contains a boolean that specifies whether the
CV is currently in an accident and two double values that represent the fuel consumption (FC in
Figure 5.4a) and emission, respectively. speed section only has a double value for the current speed
and location section contains two double values that specify the longitude and latitude (in meters)
of the CV, respectively. In addition, each mock data is associated with a timestamp indicating when
the data is generated and some environmental information, such as surrounding area or speed limit
(not all listed in Figure 5.4a).

There are several PTs provided in our demo. As mentioned in Section 4.4, we implement them in a
modular manner, so that when users change the desired PT in policies, no code needs to be modified.
In the following, we shortly describe the PTs used in our demo for different data sections.

First, for the meta data section, we provide pseudonymization where user’s car identifier is replaced
with a pseudonym, and de-identification where the identifier is being removed in the output
data. Then, for the speed data section, three PTs are available: aggregation allows users to use
the moving average of its speed data as their current speed, randomization allows users to use a
random number in a given range as their current speed and bounding enables users to bind their
current speed to a given boundary. Finally, for the location data section, we implement rounding
which allows users to round their longitude and latitude either to the nearest integer or the nearest
landmark, and randomization based on randomize, N-Rand, N-Mix techniques, as described by
Wightman et al. in [WCJ+11].

Furthermore, for our demo system, we configured it to support four data sections of mock car
data and three trust-levels: TRUSTED, SEMI-TRUSTED, and UNTRUSTED where UNTRUSTED is used as
default trust-level for newly installed apps. For each trust-level, a default TLP is provided. For
TRUSTED end-point services, TLP policy-0 is defined where the very original data are shared. The
TLP policy-1 for SEMI-TRUSTED services is listed in Listing 4.2 where only pseudonymization is
applied to the car identifier in meta section. Similarly, the UNTRUSTED TLP policy-2 also defines
pseudonymization on the car identifier, and it specifies aggregation on speed data and randomization

for location section as well.

In addition to these default TLPs, we prepared two expert-defined STPs for LAW and SAFETY tagged
services, respectively. The LAW related STP policy-3 is only activated when an accident occurs. In
this case, all original data of car meta, status, and location is shared to the end-point service. As
for the SAFETY related STP policy-4, it defines that no PTs should be used on speed and location
data sections but pseudonymization is still applicable to the car identifier.

5.3 Demo

In this section, we demonstrate our framework based on different scenarios described in Section 3.1.
For our demo, we combine the motivation scenario and all its extended scenarios into one story.
As shown in Figure 5.2, user Alex is driving a CV from his workplace to home. Shortly after he
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leaves the workplace at (0.5, 0.5), he feels hungry. Thus, he stops at (3, 3) to search for a restaurant
nearby. Then, he drives to (5, 1.5) to have his dinner and continues to drive home. However, Alex
is very tired, he overlooks the speed limit sign in campus area which results in a car accident at
(7, 5) later. Hence, he has to take a detour to repair his CV at (4, 7) before he finally goes home.
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Figure 5.2: Demo Story Map

The dark blue line in Figure 5.2 illustrates the trajectory of Alex in the story. All special points,
such as the stop point (purple dot), accident point (red dot), and landmarks (light blue dot) are
highlighted on the map. In addition, industrial area (yellow block), business area (blue block),
residential area (green block), campus area (red block), and suburban area (light gray block) are
marked in Figure 5.2 as well. Recall that our framework can be deployed in both edge and fog
environment. Thus, we included another road in the map (black line) with an RSU being deployed
on this roadside at (2, 6). In the following, we first present our demo in edge environment (i.e.,
within Alex’s CV) based on the demo story in Section 5.3.1 and then exemplify two use cases of
our framework in fog environment (i.e., within RSU) in Section 5.3.2.
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5.3.1 Edge Environment

Before Alex drives his CV for the first time, he created several privacy policies for potential
situations he might encounter. Before deploying these policies to Drools’ rules engine, potential
conflicts between policies need to be checked and resolved. For our demo story, we prepared a set
of privacy policies that contain a policy conflict in TLPs and a conflict in STPs.

(a) Policy Conflict Detection

(b) Convert Policy to Rules

Figure 5.3: Demo User Interface
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As shown in Figure 5.3a, when Alex presses the Check Conflict button in our demo interface, policy
conflicts are checked. Then, the result of the conflict detection is highlighted at the top of the
interface with red text to indicate that at least one conflict is detected and green text to inform
users that no conflicts are found. When there are conflicts between policies, all conflicting policies
are listed at the bottom of the interface and suggestions are provided to help users resolve the
conflicts.

When all conflicts are resolved, Alex should see the demo interface as depicted in Figure 5.3b.
Here, he could click on Convert All button to transform all privacy policies to rules written in DRL.
When the transformation is finished, he is informed through the orange text displayed at the top of
the interface.

For Alex’s trajectory shown in Figure 5.2, we generated a list of 330 mock car data points. For a
better presentation of source data and processed data, we route outputs of Mock Car data Producer

and kafka consumers of different end-point services to tables in our demo interface. In the following,
we demonstrate the capability of our framework based on different events in demo story.

Normal Driving

In this scenario, Alex has two STPs defined for two different COMMERCIAL end-point services: his car
manufacturer’s app manu4car and his car insurance’s app ins4car. For manu4car, the required
data sections are meta and status. For this app, Alex created a STP policy-5 that allows our
framework to share his original car status data to manu4car. However, for meta data, it can only
be shared after PT de-identification has been applied. Then, for ins4car which requires meta,
speed, and location sections, Alex has defined another STP policy-6 to share his car meta data
with pseudonymization used on car identifier, his aggregated car speed data, and his car location
data which is randomized within a 50 meters’ range.

Figure 5.4a shows the unmodified source car data when Alex starts his CV. Figure 5.4b displays the
processed data for manu4car where car meta and status are the only data sections that are available,
and the car identifier ID is removed based on Alex’s privacy demand. Analogously, Figure 5.4c lists
the processed data for ins4car. In Figure 5.4c, we can see that the car identifier is being substituted
with a pseudonym (marked with prefix “pd_” for demonstration purpose) and the moving average is
being used on car speed data so that it looks much smoother. Finally, comparing the location
data shown in Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4c (displayed in meters), we can see clearly that the shared
location data is different from the original data and the difference is within 50 meters.

Finding Restaurant

After driving for a while, Alex feels hungry and decides to eat at a restaurant nearby. As he does
not have any services installed in his CV that provide this functionality, he downloads a new app
find-restaurant while he is parked. When the download is finished, Alex uses it immediately without
defining any STPs for it. Thus, the default trust-level UNTRUSTED is assigned to find-restaurant, and
TLP policy-2 is used to protect Alex’s privacy when he is using the app.
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(a) Original Car Data

(b) Processed Car Data for manu4car

(c) Processed Car Data for ins4car

Figure 5.4: Data during normal driving

(a) Original Car Data

(b) Processed Car Data for find-restaurant

Figure 5.5: Data during finding restaurant
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According to the certificate issued by the authority (mocked in demo), find-restaurant only requires
car meta and location. Therefore, although the default TLP for UNTRUSTED services has three
privacy actions defined for meta, speed, and location, separately, only the processed car meta and
location are shared with find-restaurant. As shown in Figure 5.5b, it is clear that a pseudonym is
used for Alex’s car identifier and the location is also randomized compared to the source data
listed in Figure 5.5a.

Speeding in Campus Area

When entering campus area, Alex missed the new speed limit sign (30 km/h) and continues driving
at a speed around 50 km/h which is significantly higher than the new speed limit. As Alex knows he
sometimes overlooks the speed limit sign, he had a specific STP policy-7 defined for ins4car in
this situation so that his car insurance company does not detect his speeding behavior. The policy
listed in Listing 4.1 is exactly the same STP we used in our demo for this scenario. In this STP,
Alex demands that when he is speeding in a campus area during a certain time, a random speed
data around the current speed limit should be shared to ins4car. Recall that Alex has another STP
policy-6 defined for ins4car in the “Normal Driving” scenario where the aggregated speed data
should be shared. This will be overwritten by policy-7 as Alex sets a higher priority of policy-7
than policy-6.

(a) Original Car Data

(b) Processed Car Data for ins4car

(c) Processed Car Data for SAFETY related Broadcasting

Figure 5.6: Data during speeding in campus area
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As shown in Figure 5.6b, when Alex has not entered campus area (first two rows), the speed data
shared to ins4car still follows the privacy action defined in the policy actions field of policy-6.
Thus, PT aggregation is used to process these data. When Alex enters campus area (start from third
row), the privacy action for speed data defined in the policy actions field of policy-7 is executed.
Hence, we see that the data shared with ins4car from that point of time is around 30 km/h instead
of the original or aggregated speed data.

Recall that in Section 3.1.3, we discussed that sharing false speed and location data to SAFETY

related services usually increases the possibility of a car accident. Thus, for other CVs on the road
that are near Alex, the broadcast data is processed based on expert-defined SAFETY STP policy-4.
As shown in Figure 5.6c, the unmodified speed and location data are broadcast to other CVs with
the car identifier being replaced by a pseudonym as defined in policy-4.

Car Accident

Unfortunately, a car accident occurs because of Alex’s speeding behavior. The moment Alex’s CV
found itself in an accident state, the first-aid app is activated. As its name indicates, the functionality
of this app is to provide drivers with immediate assistance when an accident arises. As this app is
being classified as a LAW related service by the authority, the expert-defined STP policy-3 is used
to process data for first-aid. As shown in Figure 5.7, when the attribute inAccident in car status
becomes true, the unmodified source data of required data sections: meta, status, and location
are shared to first-aid as defined in policy-3.

(a) Original Car Data

(b) Processed Car Data for LAW related Services

Figure 5.7: Data during car accident
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(a) Original Car Data

(b) Processed Car Data for navigation

(c) Processed Car Data for location-share

Figure 5.8: Data for TRUSTED services with different policies

Location Sharing

After the car accident status has been lifted by law enforcement, Alex decides to repair his CV
before going home, so that his family will not know about this car accident. Before he drives to the
repair shop, he remembers that the location-share app is always active in his CV so that family
members always know the location of each other. As Alex assigned the trust-level TRUSTED to this
app, the default TLP policy-0 always shares Alex’s unmodified location data with the app. To
hide the fact that Alex is going to a repair shop from his family, he created another STP policy-8

for location-share only on that day where PT rounding to nearest landmark should be applied to his
location data when he is within a 1 km range of the repair shop.

As depicted in Figure 5.8c, when Alex is near the repair shop located in (4, 7), the location data
shared to location-share is modified to (4.5, 7) (location data is presented in meters in Figure 5.8c)
which is the nearest landmark Castle to the repair shop. In Figure 5.8 we also presented the
processed data for navigation app, which is another TRUSTED app installed in Alex’s CV that requires
the location data. If Alex had not created STP policy-8, these two apps should get the same
location data, as TLP policy-0 should be applied to both of them. However, as STPs always
has higher priorities than TLPs, the privacy action defined in policy-0 targeting location data is
overwritten by privacy action defined in policy-8 when its policy conditions field is evaluated
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to true. Furthermore, as policy-8 only declares one privacy action for location data, the meta
data for location-share is still processed based on policy-0, which also corresponds to the policy
evaluation rule described in Section 4.3.4.

5.3.2 Fog Environment

As the main purpose of our proof-of-concept demo is to present our framework in edge environment,
we only prepared two use cases for our demo in fog environment. Thus, the implementation for fog
environment is much simpler. As shown in Figure 5.9, the fog environment demo is still developed
on kafka stream platform but has only two pipelines. The architecture of both stream pipelines is
identical where stream apps read mock car data from individual input topics, process data within
the apps, and then publish the data to dedicated output topics.

  Input 
  Topic 1

Processor 
Stream App

  Output 
  Topic 1

  Input 
  Topic 2

Anonymizer
Stream App

  Output  
  Topic 

Mock 
Car data
Producer 

publish

publishsubscribe

subscribe

publish

Figure 5.9: Architecture for Proof-of-Concept Demo in Fog Environment

The first pipeline is dedicated to demonstrating the use case, where our framework can be used in
an RSU to protect users’ privacy same as in a CV. However, unlike in an edge environment where
source data are usually generated from the same CV and are being processed one by one, source data
for fog environments (gathered or measured by RSUs) always contain various CVs’ information and
should be processed as a group. This also enables the usage of PTs that are designed for data groups.
In our fog environment demo, we use windowing operation provided by kafka to implement the PT
for groups of data in Processor stream app and we decided not to include a rules engine here to
keep the example simple. Thus, there are no policies used in fog environment demo.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, an RSU with our framework deployed can be treated as a trusted,
centralized anonymizer for CVs that have our framework equipped as well. The second pipeline
depicted in Figure 5.9 aims to provide another example for this use case. For the fog environment,
we assume that our framework is deployed in an RSU located at (2, 6) (marked as brown dot in
Figure 5.2) that has a communication range of 1 km, and we generated 100 mock car data points
near the RSU as source data. In the following, we demonstrate the capability of our framework for
these two use cases in detail.

Process data gathered by RSU

In this example, we use generated car data to simulate data gathered by the RSU. As listed
in Figure 5.10a, the structure of mock car data in fog environment are the same as in edge
environment. For this use case, we assume that the RSU publishes the average speed of CVs within
its communication range every 15 seconds based on car types (indicated by attribute Brand in meta
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(a) Generated Car Data

(b) Average Speed Data based on Car Type

(c) Spatial Cloaked Location Data

Figure 5.10: Data for fog environment

section where “PKW” represents passenger cars and “LKW” represents trucks). The receiver of
this information could be an ITS, so that a corresponding traffic light timer can be adapted based on
real-time traffic condition.

The PT used here is the group based average speed computation. Although it is not very complicated,
it satisfies our goal in this use case where a specific user’s speed data is hidden, and the average
speed data still expresses overall traffic condition in a degree. As shown in Figure 5.10b, the average
speed data for passenger cars and trucks are computed separately. The average speed of passenger
cars is around 80 km/h while the average speed of trucks is near 65 km/h. In addition, the location
of the RSU and the environmental information sensed by the RSU are also published in the result
data. Notice that the Timestamp in Figure 5.10b only represents the point of time when the last
passenger car or truck has been seen in last 15 seconds, so this column may seem disordered.
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RSU as trusted centralized anonymizer

In this use case, we consider the RSU as a trusted, centralized anonymizer. The generated data listed
in Figure 5.10a are used to simulate data sent by CVs that require a spatial cloaking based on other
CVs within the RSU’s communication range. The PT used in this example is the Adaptive-Interval
Cloaking Algorithms proposed by Gruteser and Grunwald [GG03]. This algorithm assumes that
every user has the same degree of privacy 𝑘 . Then for a given location of a user 𝑈 and a set of
other users’ location, this algorithm cloaks the location of 𝑈 into a region which contains at least 𝑘
users.

Figure 5.10c shows the data processed by the RSU. The cloaked region produced by Adaptive-
Interval Cloaking Algorithms is presented by the longitude and latitude of its top left and bottom
right point. In our demo, the algorithm is applied to each requesting location data and 20 previous
location data with 𝑘 equals to 5. When the RSU first started, it does not process any incoming
location data until 𝑘 data points have been seen. Then, the RSU processes the first 𝑘 data points at
once and starts its normal processing for every incoming location data. This guarantees that no
users’ privacy demand will be violated if there are not enough data points. Notice that the car meta
data shown in Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10c is only used to match data in this demo and can be
omitted in other usages.
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In this chapter, we first evaluate the Privacy4CV Framework in Section 6.1 based on the privacy
requirements proposed in Section 3.2 and then discuss the limitations of the framework and this
thesis in Section 6.2.

6.1 Evaluation

Recall that we introduced five essential and three optional privacy requirements for connected car
environments. In the following, we only evaluate our framework regarding the five essential privacy
demands: Transparency (before law), Safety First, Equality, Individuality, and Local Processing.

First of all, Transparency (before law) requires that law enforcement can always get source data
of CVs especially when law-breaking behavior occurs. This is guaranteed in our framework by
introducing the historical data store. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the historical data store

is designed to be read only and saves a copy of every incoming source data for a certain period.
In addition, the minimum preserving period is defined by the government authority so that users
cannot turn off the historical data store by setting the period to 0. Furthermore, this data store is
designed to be protected by access controls. This guarantees that only eligible parties (e.g., law
enforcement) and our framework have access to the historical data store directly, and the very
source data is not shared with any other parties (i.e., various end-point services) without being
processed by our framework first.

Secondly, the Privacy4CV Framework always puts Safety before privacy. We achieve this by
only allowing authorized experts to define SAFETY and LAW related STPs, and granting them higher
priorities than any other user-defined STPs. As mentioned in Section 4.5.3, we always trust domain
experts to put users’ safety before privacy. Furthermore, by giving expert-defined STPs higher
priority, the policy evaluation introduced in Section 4.3.4 guarantees that only expert-defined policy
actions field will be executed even though users may have other actions fields defined for the same
situation. This point is being demonstrated by our proof-of-concept demo in “Speeding in Campus
Area” situation in Section 5.3.1 as well. In that scenario, although Alex defined a STP so that his
car insurance company does not notice his speeding behavior, he has no right to define any STP for
SAFETY related services or broadcast messages. Instead, the expert-defined STP is used to process
the SAFETY related data that need to be broadcast to other CVs. Thus, as depicted in Figure 5.6,
we see that the speed and location data broadcast to other CVs are unmodified, according to the
expert-defined STP.

Furthermore, Equality demands that the information a third party could retrieve from a CV in
both connected and non-connected car environments should be the same, unless users are willing
to share. Our framework achieves this requirement by giving users the ability to define arbitrary
privacy policies, that specify both individual privacy requirements for particular end-point services
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or specific data sections and situational privacy demands for different situations or various privacy
patterns. These privacy policies are then translated into multiple STPs that will be used in our
framework to modify data before sharing them to remote end-point services. In addition, even
if users forget to define any STPs before their first drive, their privacy is still protected by our
expert-defined default TLPs.

Equality is being demonstrated in multiple situations by our proof-of-concept demo in Section 5.3.1
as well. First of all, in the “Normal Driving” scenario, the data Alex shares to manu4car and ins4car
are modified based on his privacy demands so that no critical data are being shared unwillingly.
Then, in the “Finding Restaurant” scenario, even if Alex forgets to define STPs for find-restaurant,
his exact location data is not revealed because of the expert-defined default TLPs. After that, in
the “Speeding in Campus Area” scenario, Alex’s speeding behavior is completely hidden from his
car insurance company, according to his privacy demand.

Moreover, our framework guarantees Individuality by providing high flexibility in defining privacy
policies, especially for STPs. As explained in Section 4.3, there are no restrictions from our
framework’s side regarding defining policy conditions fields and actions fields. Thus, users are
enabled to create different STPs for the same end-point service in distinct situations and for various
privacy patterns or define different STPs for individual end-point services and data sections in
the same scenario. The only limitation would be the underlying sensors equipped in CVs and
available PTs included in the framework. However, this information is being periodically updated
by the system admin so that it is always up-to-date. Individuality is demonstrated throughout the
proof-of-concept demo. In our demo story, we see that Alex has multiple STPs defined for various
end-point services in different situations. For example, in the “Location Sharing” scenario, although
location-share and navigation are both TRUSTED apps, they get individually processed data as Alex
has different policies defined for them.

Finally, Local Processing is guaranteed by our framework’s design where only processed data are
shared to remote services. As our framework is designed to work in both edge and fog environment,
this enables users to use RSUs with our framework deployed as trusted, centralized anonymizers, so
that more complex PTs can be used as well. Our proof-of-concept demo exemplifies this use case
in Section 5.3.2, where a PT that requires a group of data is provided to each CV. Notice that our
framework’s architecture only guarantees that no source data will be shared without users’ consent
or without being modified first. It is PTs’ responsibility that no critical data can be derived from the
perturbed data.

6.2 Limitations

In Section 6.1, we evaluate the capability of Privacy4CV Framework regarding the five essential
privacy requirements introduced in Section 3.2. However, the three optional privacy demands are
not satisfied by our framework. In this section, we point out several limitations of our framework
and this thesis.

Due to the time limitation of this thesis, we analyze the privacy requirements for connected
car environments based on several assumptions and the motivation example. If time permits, a
thoughtful user study of the privacy demands from driver’s point of view should be conducted.
Furthermore, privacy requirements from legal perspective should be taken into consideration as
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well. In addition, when designing the Privacy4CV Framework, we used an abstracted model for
CVs. The concrete architecture and the potential data flows between different components within
CVs are not considered.

Then, for the three optional privacy requirements, both Transparency (before user) and Accountability
require a monitoring or logging system that keeps track of data flows for different end-point services
in the framework. Furthermore, for Accountability, it may require this monitoring system to follow
data flows that even leave our framework to determine the responsible party when privacy leaks
occur. This is far beyond the capability of our framework in the current version. Finally, Secure
Deletion is aimed to give users ability to revoke their privacy decisions. This means, all participating
end-point services need to support secure deletion methods based on a standard, which also indicates
that potential modification or adaption of end-point services are required. However, this is against
our framework’s principle that no end-point services’ business logic should be interfered with.
Notice that this does not mean that these three optional privacy demands cannot be achieved in
general, they are only restricted in our current framework’s design.

Another limitation of our framework is regarding complex PTs that are only applicable on groups of
data. Currently, these kinds of PTs can only be provided through our framework being deployed
in fog environments. It is very inconvenient in places, such as suburban areas, where no RSUs
are deployed. Finally, in this thesis, we assume that security in connected car environments is
guaranteed. However, this is a very broad and rough assumption, and security itself is a very
interesting research field in connected car environments.
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In this chapter, we review the related works that have been presented in recent years and examine
the difference between them and our framework.

The Data Protection framework proposed by Duri et al. in [DGL+02] aims to achieve both data
privacy and data security protection while enabling the data sharing. This framework has a layered
architecture where each layer of hardware and software provides its own security functions. As
for privacy protection, this framework also allows users to specify complex privacy policies and
grants authorization for release of data by matching the individual’s privacy policies with the data
requests. In addition, this framework minimizes the amount of private data that leaves the trusted
computing system by deploying data aggregation applications inside the trusted environment and
only allowing aggregated results to be sent to service providers. However, this framework does
not support privacy protections for particular situations or privacy patterns and there is no special
attention given to PTs other than aggregation.

Plappert et al. [PZK+17] proposed a privacy-aware data access system for automotive applications.
This system monitors and informs users of various data flows by enforcing every external service
to implement the system. It also enables users to control third-party access to their personal data
through privacy policies and privacy enhancing technologies. However, the privacy policy used
in this system is usually applied globally on all services installed on the vehicle. Although it
provides features, such as white-list and customized policy where users can set allowances for
single data types, filter apps for specific functions or select specific services, there is no support
from this system for situational or privacy pattern protections. Furthermore, the privacy enhancing
technologies used in this system are fixed and broadcasting messages are not considered by this
system as well. Moreover, as any access systems, this system may deny service requests based on
the processing result of the policy.

Ghane et al. [GJK+21] proposed the Differentially Private Data Stream (DPDS) system that is
designed for a distributed edge computing system where the server is untrusted. When transferring
the data to the untrusted controller, vehicles subscribed to that controller form a group, and the data
is first sent to the group leader. The group leader then compresses, perturbs, and filters the data
before forwarding it to the controller. The DPDS system ensures that no source data will be sent
to untrusted servers unmodified. However, source data are still being transferred from vehicles to
vehicles unprotected. In addition, the DPDS system does not support users to define individual
privacy demands nor provide situational privacy protections.

As the concept of Blockchain is getting popular these years, there are several frameworks proposed
for connected car environments based on this technique. The Block4Forensic framework introduced
by Cebe et al. [CEA+18] aims to provide a trustless, traceable, and privacy-aware framework for
post-accident analysis. During the normal usage of vehicles, the hash of car data is periodically
written to the Blockchain. These data should be disclosed to investigation parties after a car accident
occurred. The nature of the Blockchain ensures the integrity of car data. The privacy of drivers is
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protected by using the hash of data and pseudonym identities when they interact with the Blockchain.
However, due to its focus on post-accident analysis, the privacy protection for other scenarios in
connected car environments is not being considered in this framework.

Cebe et al. [CKO+19] proposed a Blockchain based data sharing framework for driver privacy
and connected vehicle transportation. In this framework, the privacy is enabled by the channel
feature of Hyperledger. It behaves like an access control system where organizations can only view
data published in the same channel. However, there are no more privacy protections provided for
data shared within a channel and there is no support for situational or privacy pattern protections.
Li et al. [LGNS20] proposed another Blockchain based privacy-preserving framework for traffic
management system. Similarly, this framework also uses the channel feature and access control
to ensure intra-blockchain (i.e., within same channel) privacy. As it uses the same technology for
privacy protection, it suffers from the same drawbacks as mentioned above.

In the following, we introduce another set of related works which, from our perspective, focus more
on the privacy protection of a specific data type or a combination of data types. Thus, we do not
consider them as general privacy-preserving frameworks for connected car environments, but we do
believe that with a proper adaption, they can be used as PTs in our framework.

Joy and Gerla [JG17] proposed the notion of Haystack Privacy that aims to strengthen privacy yet
maintain accuracy when answering counting queries. The mechanism of Haystack Privacy enables
users to privatize their data independently based on a series of Bernoulli trials. When calculating the
aggregating result, the expected value of the privacy noise due to the Bernoulli trials is calculated
and removed.

Kalnis et al. [KGMP06] proposed a framework for preserving the anonymity of users issuing spatial
queries to location based services. K-anonymity based transformations are used in the framework
to compute exact answers for range and nearest neighbor queries. The framework also prevents the
revelation of sensitive information about users.

Ma et al. [MZL+19] proposed a privacy-preserving mechanism RPTR that protects the privacy of a
vehicle’s real-time trajectory data release. The core idea of RPTR is to use a modified data, which
is either a predicated data or a perturbed data based on the differential privacy’s requirement and
the used privacy budget, on trajectory data release.

Huang et al. [HLN+21] proposed an accountable and data sharing scheme (ADS) which provides
data owners with the ability to identify the responsible data receiver(s) when data breaches occur. To
achieve the accountability, ADS uses oblivious transfer protocol together with the zero-knowledge
proof to embed the private key of data receiver into the shared data. When a data breach occurs, the
private key can be automatically revealed so that the responsible data receiver can be identified.
This technique may be very useful in helping our framework achieving accountability.
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Currently, privacy has been an active research field in connected car environments. In recent
years, many new privacy-preserving frameworks have been proposed in other research. However,
as introduced in Chapter 7, none of them provides protection for situational privacy demands or
privacy patterns. In this thesis, we proposed a new situation-aware privacy-preserving framework
for connected car environments. With the flexibility provided by our STPs, users are not only
enabled to define their privacy demands for individual data section or end-point service, but also
have the ability to specify privacy requirements for particular situations, i.e., privacy patterns.

Apart from STPs, our framework provides another set of privacy policies – TLPs, which help users
to define global privacy demands based on trust-level and act as the last defense of users’ privacy in
circumstances where users forget to define any STPs. In addition, our framework does not interfere
with any business logic of end-point services. The data perturbation in our framework only relies
on different PTs that are implemented in a modular manner. This also enables easy switch of new
technologies in the future. Then, for each data point generated in a CV, our framework ensures that
only the data modified based on users’ privacy demands will be shared.

Furthermore, our framework always puts law and users’ safety before privacy. This is guaranteed
by only allowing domain experts to define law and safety related privacy policies. Moreover, our
framework provides a historical data store, where the unmodified source data of CVs are saved
for a certain period, so that when an accident occurs, the source data is available for corresponding
law enforcement or investigation parties. Finally, our framework is designed to be generic in two
ways: 1) it can provide privacy protection for data sharing between CVs and remote end-point
services or broadcast receivers, and 2) it can be deployed in both edge environments (e.g., on the
CV) and fog environments (e.g., on the RSU).

As future work, we will focus on extending our framework to achieve optional privacy requirements,
such as Transparency (before user) or Accountability, by integrating with new techniques, such as
the ADS proposed by Huang et al. We also plan to expand our framework with other frameworks or
techniques, such as Blockchain, for specific use cases. In addition, it is interesting to investigate
the technical details of CVs so that our framework can handle peer-to-peer data communications
and PTs, that require a group of data, can be used in edge environments as well. Furthermore,
it is worthwhile to conduct user studies to understand the privacy demands from drivers’ and
manufacturers’ perspective.
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